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About This Game

During a mission your spaceship encounters an unknown anomaly and all systems fail. You have to balance the energy in order
to get them running again and to get home safely.

Energy Balance is a number puzzle. You have to swap power units in such a way that their sums form correct chains both
vertically and horizontally. The game is easy to learn, but very hard to master. So, are you ready to peep under the hood of an

alien spaceship?
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Title: Energy Balance
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sometimes You
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: 2.4 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Dedicated Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 320 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian,Polish,Turkish,French,Italian,Czech,German
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It's so good to be back to the franchise of my childhood. 10\/10 for the nostalgia trip and 9\/10 if it's your first encounter with
this saga.. The curators that Recommend this game , is either friend of the developer or they just killing time by recommend this
piece of cr@p.

Do not buy !!!!!

Abandonia Alert + it sux .
Not worth even 1 cent !. Pros: Fluid gameplay and interesting strategy variants, with many skills to choose.

Cons: Needs a better tutorial. A few minor bugs. Graphics are just ok.

It's an ok game and it's cheap, so worth a try.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ve6ZnMemuRI&feature=youtu.be
Watch The Gameplay If You Were Stuck On Anything... I Beat It
I HONESTLY LOVED THIS GAME... VERY FRUSTRATING BUT IN THE END ITS WORTH IT!!
Heres A Short Review To Help You Decide Wether Or Not To Buy It :
Is the Game Worth The Money? Yes of course it is
How Long is it? For me it took an hour and a half which felt like 3 hours. Honestly all depends on how good you are at this
game. It has moments where it feels like "Emily wants to play" Cause you're in survival mode and you're trying to run away
from that doll. Heres some Pro\/Cons

Pros ;
-Its Freaking Terrifying
-The Doll Itself Makes The Game 10x Scarier
-Grapchics Are Decent
-Game Runs Smoothly
-Its Clear On What Your Next Task Is So You Dont Look Like A Lost Dog
-The Ending Is Satisfying (No Spoilers Here)
-Location Is In The Middle Of No Where So Dont Expect Any Help o_0
-The Atmosphere Of The Game Gives You Chills

Cons ;
-I Think Theirs a Small Bug In The Beggining Where You Cant Get Up.. To Fix That I Restarted The Game A Few Times And
The Mashed The Buttons To Eventually Get Up And Start The Game... THATS THE ONLY BUG LIKE THAT THROUGH
THE REST OF THE GAME SO DONT WORRY!
-Theirs No Point Of Hiding Because It Doesnt Matter The Timing You Get Out Of Hiding He Will Still AUTOMATICALLY
Get You And That Was Very Frustrating. You Have To Instantly Get The Key On The Kicthen Tabel And Make Yourself
Unoticeable To Him. That Meaning Dont Hide Under A Bed Just Stay On The Side Of The 2nd Bedroom Door And Wait For
Him To Pass By.
-TO THROW THE LIGHTER PRESS THE BUTTONS ON THE MOUSE TO THROW IT. THERE IS NO CERTAIN SPOT
TO BE TO THROW IT JUST GET A FEW STEPS OUT THE DOOR AND THROW THE LIGHTER ON GASOLINE.
. Its everything you love about the first game, in streamlined form.

No more wasting valuable time leading shots, you have hitscan now.

Losing because the apples hit the ground before you could see where they were? Now they are more visible and easier to hit.

The 3 star system is fixed to be more about speed than accuracy now too, so getting a level finshed fast feels more rewarding
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than a chore.

The "hardcore" fans may not like the changes, but this is a spinoff\/sequel. Sometimes change is needed.
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Jet Gunner is a game that I recommend because:
- have a good price
- is a method to banish boredom
- is a indie game
- have trading cards

Enjoy!. Should have been included with the Kombat Pack, since I had already spent $80 on the game so far

But it does give Sonya and Sub-Zero ushankas, so I have to give it a solid 10\/10.. Great little addicting and relaxing game :).
This game is somewhat interesting. It combines martial arts with music. It's a combat game with events based on the beat rhytm.
Similar to Audiosurf and Beat Hazard. Except that here you are in the arena, surrounded by mobs that are gonna try to kick
your♥♥♥♥♥ Game feels rather challenging to me. With multiple difficulties for each beat. Enriched with power-ups, score
multipliers... The game also allows you to use your own language, where you can predefine the general idea of the beat pattern. I
am looking forward to play tens to hundreds of hours while listening to my favourite music. It is not game for everyone, but if
you are the one, it sure does entertain you, and challenge you.. I will say this isn't what you would expect from a TM game,
steering is too sensitive and a red turbo literally makes the car uncontrollable. Other than that there's nothing much to complain
about, except that they replaced CD keys with automatic activation. I literally refunded this twice because it activated on the
wrong account (I had an alt on ManiaPlanet), second time was because it didn't even activate at all (I logged into the right
account this time). If you really want to get this, please get it from the official store.. pros:
- the gameplay is very reminiscent of megaman, castlevania and such so i guess some people would enjoy that
- the artstyle is simple and memorable enough imo
- the music varies from good to absolutely goddamn excellent, god bless mudeth
- the game is pretty cheap and definitely covers its price. i mean it's equivalent to like 2 kitkat bars(for me at least) and 2 kitkat
bars definitely last way less

cons:
- game gets sorta repetitive sometimes: there aren't really a lot of ground-breaking mechanics or whatever, especially later in the
game. except for the bosses i guess, those are cool and challenging enough
- speaking of that, the latter half of the game could use a lil bit more variety for level themes\/palettes imo

overall score:
7\/10, idk, simple but coole and cheap. This game is very great, it is the easiest and most balanced, plus with friendly and clear
UI when compared to Kremlingames' other titles.. This is one of those games in which it doesn't require to much skill but is a lot
of fun. One of the things I most enjoyed about this game, is that because of how entertianing it is, time flew by. I have yet to
complete time attack, but if you want something that isn't so serious, I suggest this game right here. It even has neat little facts
about fishies! ^-^
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